In mammalian cells, the critical decision to maintain quiescence over proliferation commitment in and around the G1-S transition depends on more than one intertwined feedback interaction, and is highly cell-type dependent. However, the precise role played by these individual feedback regulations, in order to generate such diverse nature of proliferation commitment, is still poorly understood. Herein, we propose a generic mathematical model of G1-S transition in mammalian cells that not only reconciles distinct single cell experimental observations in a cell-type specific manner, but also makes experimentally testable non-intuitive predictions. Intriguingly, The model analysis reveals that the feedback motifs responsible for the G1-S transition act in a disparate fashion to organize the cell-type specific proliferation response in different mammalian cells. The proposed model, in principle, can be effectively tuned to explore proliferation dynamics in a cell-type specific way to gain crucial insights about novel therapeutic intervention to prevent unwanted cellular proliferation.
Introduction
Commitment to cellular proliferation from a quiescent (G0 or G1 like state) phase of the cell cycle is one of the most tightly regulated processes in any eukaryotic organism. In mammals, only few cell types are actively undergoing growth factor (GF) mediated cell cycle in a regular interval, but in a controlled manner [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Most of the other cells in mammals, in spite of being experiencing similar GF condition, remain in a quiescent phase 6 . Depending on the need, even these quiescent cells for a certain higher threshold level of GF can eventually commit for active proliferation cycle by successfully making the G1-S transition 7 . In many cancerous cells, the G1-S transition gets deregulated in one way or other, leading to uncontrolled cellular proliferation commitment even at much lower GF condition 8 . Importantly, recent single cell experimental studies with different mammalian cells have uncovered that the events regulating G1-S transition were highly cell-type dependent 7, 9, 10 . It is therefore imperative to understand the dynamics of the G1-S transition in mammalian cells preferably in a cell-type specific fashion to invent novel preventive measures to inhibit uncontrolled proliferation at the early stage of the cell cycle.
It was well known in the literature that the family of E2F transcription factors (especially E2F1) plays a crucial role in triggering the proliferation response by initiating the G1-S transition 7, 8, [11] [12] [13] [14] . On the other hand, Rb (Retinoblastoma protein) prevents the progression towards proliferation by inhibiting E2F 7, 11 . Lately, Yao et al. had convincingly demonstrated that the Rb-E2F network functions as a bi-stable switch in mouse fibroblast cells (REF52 cells) to transform a graded growth factor stimulus into all or none E2F response, and dictates decision to undergo cellular proliferation or quiescence in the late G1 phase of the cell cycle 7 . Intriguingly, several cell cycle regulatory proteins through multiple feedback (positive, negative and feed-forward) interactions, control the E2F activation dynamics within a mammalian cell. Thus, one can speculate that in different mammalian cells, subtle variations in these feedback interactions might lead to the cell-type specific dynamics of G1-S transition.
Indeed, the disparity in these feedback interactions is evident in different cell types. In mouse fibroblast cells (REF52 cells) it had been observed that Myc protein mainly controls the amplitude of E2F activation 9 . Interestingly, CDK's (Cyclin dependent kinase) like CDK4 and CDK2 (aided by Cyclin D and Cyclin E, respectively) had little effect on E2F amplitude, but the duration of the E2F activation was determined by these CDK's 9 . Whereas, in MCF10A cell line, an immediate build up of CDK2 activity after mitosis was shown to be essential for the proliferation onset, and the cells transit into a G0-like state if the CDK2 activity is suppressed in the new born cell 15, 16 . The CDK2 activity in MCF10A cells critically depends on the level of the CKI's (Cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor) like p21 (CDK2 inhibitor) at the end of the previous cell cycle 10 . In the similar note, Barr et al. showed that in Hela cells, a switch like G1 to S phase entry is mainly driven by the double-negative feedback loop between Cyclin E/CDK2 and CDK inhibitor p27 17 . Recently, Cappell et al. had revealed that reaching certain amplitude of E2F does not ensure proliferation commitment 16 . They showed that the point of no return for a cell towards quiescence is confirmed by a rapid APC Cdh1 inactivation via Cyclin E/CDK2 to trigger the G1-S transition 16 . All these live cell-imaging studies importantly emphasize the fact that the proliferation decision-making events are extremely cell-type specific, and no wonder regulated by a set of complicated events and feedback motifs.
In literature, mathematical and computational modeling had been used quite often and successfully to understand the complicated mammalian cell cycle dynamics, especially in the context of G1-S transition [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Even in the latest single cell experimental studies, there were attempts to supplement the experimental data by constructing phenomenological mathematical models 7, 9, 10 . These models 7, 9, 10 partly describe some of the observations made in the experiments, but often fail to capture many key aspects of the experimental findings in a cell-type specific way, and lack predictive power. This can be due to many reasons. Firstly, most of these models are built by using phenomenological terms (like Hill or Michaelis-Menten kinetics) without considering the actual molecular mechanism behind such complex regulations. Second, in many of these models the inherent molecular fluctuations were ignored while developing the model.
Most importantly, these models are built in such a way that it is very difficult to convert a particular model developed for a specific cell-type to another model corresponding to a different mammalian cell.
Keeping these requirements in mind, in this article, we have constructed a mass-action kinetics based predictive mathematical and computational model of G1-S transition for mammalian cells to elucidate the single cell experimental data in a cell-type specific fashion. Our model includes experimentally observed basic molecular interactions in terms of mass-action kinetics, which makes it suitable for stochastic analysis by employing Gillespie stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) 24 . We have demonstrated that the model can be intuitively tuned to corroborate single cell experimental observations for different cell-types, and at the same time is capable of making novel predictions for the particular cell type concerned, which are feasible experimentally. Importantly, our modeling study reveals how different mammalian cells distribute the labor for organizing the G1-S transition among a set of feedback motifs to generate diversity in the proliferation commitment. Thus, we believe that our generic model can be effectively modified to disentangle the proliferation dynamics of mammalian cells in a case-by-case basis.
Mathematical model of G1-S transition in mammalian cell
The model depicted in Fig. 1 (detail description is given in Fig. S1 and SI Text) describes how E2F dynamics is controlled in a mammalian cell by various activator and inhibitors of the cell cycle control machinery during the R-point as well as G1-S transition in response to growth factor stimulation. It is well known in literature that in quiescent or non-cycling cells, Rb represses E2F activation by sequestering E2F making a heterodimeric complex 7, 8, [12] [13] [14] . Upon growth factor stimulation, transcription factor Myc activates the production of CycD, which in turn forms the CycD/CDK4 complex that phosphorylates Rb resulting in the partial release of E2F from Rb-E2F complex [7] [8] [9] 11, 12, 25, 26 . The free form of E2F then gets involved into one direct and another indirect positive feedback loops to activate its own transcription and activation. Firstly, the free E2F forms a hetero-dimeric complex (DE) with the Dimerization partner protein (DP), which ultimately acts as transcriptional activator of E2F itself, and for other proteins such as Myc, CycE etc. 7, 8, [12] [13] [14] . 
Module-3 reflects how GF regulates the mutual antagonistic interaction between Myc and p21; Module-4
and Module-5 describe how E2F promotes CycE-Cdk2 activity by influencing the mutual antagonistic interactions between CycE-Cdk2 and CKI's like p27 (in module-4) and p21 (in module-5) by promoting Skp2 mediated p27 and p21 degradation. Fig. S1 provides a more detailed description of all the interactions considered in these 5 modules, and the corresponding kinetic equations, description of the variables and parameters are depicted in Tables S1-S5, respectively.
Once produced, CycE forms a hetero-dimeric complex with CDK2 (CycEC) and initializes the hyper-phosphorylation of Rb leading to complete removal of Rb repression over E2F 10 . This inactivation of Rb although is not a straight forward event due to the fact that the CycE/CDK2 complex after its production immediately gets sequestered in trimeric-complex with the CKI inhibitors like p21 and p27 17, [26] [27] [28] . Once there is enough accumulation of the CycE/CDK2 in the system it inactivates Cdh1 that in turn helps in the release of Skp2 10, [15] [16] [17] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Skp2 recognizes potent Cyclin-CDK inhibitors p21 and p27 bound with CycE/CDK2 complex, and initiates the ubiquitination of the phosphorylated forms of CKI's by enhancing their proteasomal degradation 10, [15] [16] [17] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
CycE/CDK2 complex further facilitates the degradation of p27 by phosphorylating it (by phosphorylating p27 at T187 targeting p27 Kip1 to the proteasomal machinery) 10, 17, 31, 32 . On the other hand, literature suggests that the potent oncogene Myc orchestrates E2F activation even during the very early stage of the G1 phase by being involved in a double negative feedback as well as in a positive feedback loop interactions with p21 and E2F, respectively 8, 9, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
The overall model described in Fig. 1 is converted into mass-action kinetics based (with only one phenomenological term) ordinary differential equations (Table S1 ). We have given a detail description of the proposed mathematical model in SI Text by defining the variables involved in Table S2 . The definitions of the model parameters along with their numerical values are illustrated in Tables S3-S5. It is important to mention that here our endeavor is to capture the complex dynamic behavior of E2F in cell-type specific manner by analyzing a generic regulatory network that controls the R-point as well as the G1-S transition in different mammalian cells as a function of growth factor. In that venture, we have chosen most of the parameters involved in the model in an intuitive way with a goal to cultivate the effect of different feedback loops present in the network while maintaining reasonable expression levels of different network components.
Results

E2F steady state shows tri-stability as a function of growth factor in REF52 cells
The bifurcation analysis of the proposed model ( Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 , Tables S1-S3)
indicates that under certain parametric situation the E2F steady state level can essentially function as a tri-stable switch ( Fig. 2a ) with increasing doses of growth factor (GF). In Fig. 2a , the stable region (indicated by red line) in the E2F steady state (between the saddle nodes SN1 (at 0.34%) and SN2 (at 0.04%)) that appears for relatively low growth factor stimulation delineates the existence of a quiescent G0 like state during the cell cycle progression. At the same time, the E2F steady state region between the saddle nodes SN2 (at 0.04%) and SN3 (at 1.84%) denotes the G1 like state of the cell cycle (since E2F still remains in an 'OFF state' as number of E2F molecules are low) while, the upper part of the E2F steady state bifurcation diagram (starting from the saddle node SN4 (at 0.003%)) signifies the S-G2-M like phase of the cell cycle (where E2F remains in an 'ON state' as number of molecules is relatively high). This tri-stability in E2F steady state dynamics as a function of GF suggests that initially with increase in GF, the quiescent cells from a G0 like state can transit to a G1 like state. Once the GF crosses a certain critical threshold, the cells residing in the G1 phase can further commit to the S-G2-M (ON state) phase of the cell cycle. CycD. (For details see method section, parameters are given in Table S3) We envisage that a similar E2F steady state dynamics is operative in the REF52 cell-type.
To justify our conjecture, we performed a set of stochastic simulations to reconcile the history-dependence of E2F activation in these REF52 cells as observed experimentally by Yao et al. 7 . History-dependence marks the characteristic property of a system whose output responds with a delay to the change in the input, or does not totally regain its original state. To examine that Yao et al. 7 induced the output to an admissibly high steady state level of E2F with a strong input (20% GF for 5 hours), and then finally set the input to a lower level to inspect the new output steady state behavior (as shown in Fig. 2b ) via FACS measurement technique considering around 10000 cells. In the similar fashion we have performed our stochastic simulation for 10000 cells (simulating 10000 different stochastic trajectories by changing the random number seed during SSA simulation, few representative trajectories are shown in Fig. 2c ) and recorded the E2F responses at a range of growth factor input (0.02-3% GF for 24 hour) with or without an initial sufficiently strong growth factor pulse (20% GF for 5 hours) ( Fig. 2d ). Interestingly, a numerical pulse (20% GF for 5 hours, Fig. 2d (left column), green lines) experiment leads to bimodal E2F distribution within a cellular population even when the final growth factor concentration is set as low as 0.02% or 0.2% (i-ii), which is in very close resemblance with the experimental observation made by Yao et al. 7 with REF52 cells. For the non-pulsed case, our stochastic simulation suggests that bi-modality in E2F distribution will be observed in between 1% to 2% GF condition that further corroborates with the experimental findings 7 . In comparison to the E2F response, the changes in the CycD level in our stochastic simulations for the same population of cells happen in a unimodal manner irrespective of the pulsed or non-pulsed conditions ( Fig. 2d 7 . This can be attributed to the presence of a G0 like state in the E2F steady state dynamics for the lower level GF as predicted by the deterministic bifurcation diagram of E2F versus GF ( Fig. 2a ). We observe such a shift from a G0 like to G1 like state in our stochastic simulations (shown in Fig. S2 (i-iv), inset), and this kind of strengthens our prediction from the bifurcation analysis ( Fig. 2a ) that with respect to E2F level as a function of GF, a closely separated G0 and G1 like states exist in REF52 cells. Table S3 . Stochastic simulation at 3% GF for the individual and dual CDK4/2 inhibitor conditions show almost no deviation of the E2F steady state distribution ( Fig Table S3) This clearly implies that inhibition of CycD and CycE activities will have no effect in controlling the E2F amplitude for the REF52 kind of cells. At the same time, if we look at how E2F gets accumulated during the course of G1-S transition in few representative single cells corresponding to WT (Fig. 3b , upper panel) and under CDK4/2 inhibitory ( Fig. 3b , lower panel) conditions, we clearly observe that in absence of cyclin D/E activities, there is a delay in the E2F activation. Thus, our model verifies that cyclin D and cyclin E modulate the duration of E2F activation in REF52 cells but have little or no effect on the E2F amplitude.
Cyclins control the time required to attain E2F ON state but
Dong et al. further reported that the transcription factor Myc, critically modulates the threshold amplitude of E2F in REF52 cells 9 . By employing different concentrations of inhibitor of Myc, they showed that the cell cycle entry could be altered via precisely modulating the E2F amplitude 9 . In our model, we simulated the inhibition of Myc by reducing its transcription rate. Our bifurcation analysis ( Fig. 3c , left panel) predicts that increasing the extent of Myc inhibition results into shift of SN3 saddle node towards higher GF condition. This implies that if Myc is inhibited then the cells will not be able to transit to the S-G2-M like state at a relatively lower GF condition, which is possible for the WT scenario. Our stochastic simulations (Fig. 3c , middle and right panel), where we simulated the increasing Myc inhibition conditions, reveal that these inhibitory situations will lead to either a bi-modal ( Fig. 3c, middle panel) or a uni-modal ( Fig. 3c, right panel) E2F steady state distribution representing either a partially or fully quiescent population of REF52 cells for 3% GF condition. Importantly, at the same GF condition, the majority of the cells remain in a S-G2-M like state in the WT case ( Fig. S2(vi) , left panel, (nonpulsed case)). These results clearly show that our G1-S transition model can qualitatively substantiate the observations made at the single cell level for the REF52 cell types 9 .
Model predicts the outcome of several new experiments related to REF52 cell-type
To test our proposed model further, we performed some numerical experiments that are in principle possible to validate by performing real experiments. We first tested the fate of the cells, if the pulse duration employed by Yao et al. 7 in their pulsed experiments (with 20% GF) varies from 5 hr to a higher (6 hr) or a lower (4 hr) value. We performed this numerical experiment at GF = 0.3% without any pulse (Fig. 4a) , with 4 hr (Fig. 4b) and 6 hr ( Fig. 4c ) pulse, and analyzed the level of E2F for about 10000 cells at the end of 24 hr in each case. A careful analysis of the Fig. 4a -c reveals that increase in the pulse duration definitely elevates the number of committed cells in the S-G2-M like state.
Interestingly, Fig. 4a predicts that even if the cells are kept at 0.3% of GF medium after the GF starvation, a high proportion of cells will reside in a quiescent G0 like phase (Fig.   4a , inset) due to the existence of a low lying E2F ( Fig. 2a) steady state under such a GF condition. in presence of silibinin (kp21d=0.2 X WT, knpx=0.2 X WT), displays almost a near uni-modal E2F distribution (with low level of E2F) that complies with the E2F steady state bifurcation diagram (inset) as a function of GF with an extended G0 like state, and significantly differs with the E2F distribution observed under WT situation ( Fig. 2d(v) and Fig. S2d(v) ). (Rest of the parameters is same as Table S3 ) While, a 20% GF pulse of different higher durations allow more cells to stay in a S-G2-M like state (Fig. 4b-c ). These predictions corroborates with the recent experimental study performed by Kwon et al. for the REF52 cell-type 38 , where they had seen similar increase in the proportion of committed cells with increased pulse duration.
The other kinds of experiments one can perform are either (i) knocking-out a gene, or (ii) applying an inhibitor related to a particular gene, or (iii) overexpressing a particular gene related to the network. Keeping this in mind, we executed some numerical experiment in these directions as well. Since the Rb-E2F regulation plays a major in regulating the G1-S transition in REF52 cells, we first performed a bifurcation analysis for a Rb knockout situation ( Fig. 4d ). Fig. 4d reveals that under such a condition, the REF52 cells will commit to S-G2-M like state even for very low growth factor level (say GF = 1%), which will lead to uncontrolled proliferation. Whereas, the deterministic bifurcation analysis (Fig.   4e , inset) portrays that if silibinin (stabilizes p21 and p27 proteins) is employed in the cell culture medium, then the cells will have an extended G0 like state. Thus, even for a relatively higher GF condition (GF = 2%) quite a high fraction of cells will remain in a quiescent phase of the cell cycle ( Fig. 4e) . We further performed a systematic sensitivity analysis ( Fig. S4a-b ) on the mRNA transcription rates for all the components involved in the G1-S transition network to know how overexpressing any of those mRNA's are going to alter the dynamics significantly. The analysis predicts that overexpressing four different mRNA's (namely DP (Fig. S4c) , p21 ( Fig. S4d ), Skp2 ( Fig. S4e) and Cdh1 (Fig. S4f) ) will significantly alter the G1-S transition dynamics in case of REF52 cells.
p21 regulates growth factor-dependent population heterogeneity in MCF10A cells
It was evident from the analysis of the proposed model that under the current parametric condition, it mimics qualitatively the experimental observations for REF52 cells. Can this model ( Fig. 1, Fig. S1 and Table S1) concluded that p21 plays crucial role in maintaining the population heterogeneity for the MCF10A cells in a culture medium 10 . We took the same network ( Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 ), model equations (Table S1 ) and modified few of our model parameters (Table S4 , rest of the parameters are same as in Table S3 ) to obtain the E2F steady state bifurcation diagram as a function of GF for the WT (Fig. 5a , WT) and p21 deficient case (Fig. 5a , p21 -/-). Table S4 . Rest of the parameters is same as Table S3 . In case of p21 -/transcription and translation rates related to p21 synthesis are set to zero (ky3=0 molecule min -1 , kp21f =0 min -1 ).
Our stochastic simulation reveals that at low growth factor stimulation (like GF = 0.1% or 1.5%, Fig. 5b -c(i-ii)) both WT and p21-deficient cells remain in the E2F OFF state (quiescent G0 or G1 like state), whereas for high growth factor condition (like GF = 12%, However, lack of heterogeneity was evident for the p21-deficient case under all GF conditions. These results are in line with the experimental observations made by Overton et al. 10 .
To understand the effect of Skp2 in controlling the p21-dependent population heterogeneity, we performed further stochastic simulations by blocking the Skp2mediated degradation of p21 (Fig. S5a) , and by blocking the proteasomal degradation of p21 along with Skp2-mediated degradation (Fig. S5b ) with a strong growth factor pulse (GF=12%). Fig. S5a shows similar population distribution patterns as observed in case of control ( Fig. 5b, WT, GF=12% In a similar note, recently, Cappell et al. showed that an irreversible APC Cdh1 inactivation is necessary to fully commit for cell cycle entry by taking MCF10A cells as the model system 16 . They further stressed that the inactivation of APC Cdh1 requires activation of CDK2 16 . To verify this, we have plotted (Fig. 5d ) the dynamics of CDK2 activation and Cdh1 inactivation in a representative single cell, which shows that there is indeed a bit of time delay between the CDK2 activation and Cdh1 inactivation dynamics. We have calculated the time difference between the CDK2 ON and Cdh1 OFF state for about 10000 cells and the corresponding histogram is depicted in Fig. 5e . This qualitatively captures the experimentally observed time differences between the CDK2 ON and Cdh1 OFF states for the MCF10A cells.
Model predicts presence of heterogeneity even under p21 -/condition for MCF10A
cell-type with greater control of Cyclins over E2F amplitude
To test the predictive power of the proposed model, first, we probe the lack of heterogeneity aspect of MCF10A cells under p21 deficient condition. A careful look at investigate this issue, we performed a numerical pulsed experiment under WT (Fig. 6a, green line) and p21 -/- (Fig. 6b , green line) cases, and compared them with the non-pulsed ( Fig. 6a (WT) , red line, and Fig. 6b (p21 -/-), shaded red line) E2F distributions under same conditions. The results indeed predict ( Fig. 6b(i-ii) , green line) that even under p21 -/-, coexistence of committed (E2F ON state) and quiescent (E2F OFF state) cells can be obtained for a limited range of GF, if one performs a GF pulsed (20% for 5 hrs) kind of experiment. This effect will not be visible in a non-pulsed GF increasing experiment, as correctly reported by Overton et al. 7 .
The next important question one can ask is, how the important regulators like the Cyclins (CycD and CycE) and Myc affect the amplitude and timing of quiescence to cycling phase transition in MCF10A cells. Interestingly, the bifurcation analysis (Fig. 6c ) of our model foretells that simultaneous inhibition of CycD and CycE activities will affect the amplitude of E2F significantly without much altering the timing of E2F activation (position of the saddle node SN1 remains almost intact). Table S4 . Rest of the parameters is same as Table S3 .
Comparison of the E2F steady state distributions (Fig. 6d , at GF = 12%) obtained via stochastic simulations show a considerable difference in E2F amplitude between the WT and in presence of simultaneous CDK inhibitors. However, the representative time course trajectories reveal that the timing of E2F activation should remain unaffected under the inhibitory situation (Fig. 6e, right panel) in comparison to the WT (Fig. 6e, left panel) in case of MCF10A cells. The model predicted effect of Myc inhibition is even more intriguing. The bifurcation diagram of E2F steady state as function of GF (Fig. 6f) portrays that inhibiting Myc (i) will move the positions of both saddle the nodes SN1 and SN4 toward higher GF with respect to the WT scenario (WT). This implies that inhibiting Myc will extend the quiescent state, and will not allow cells to achieve the E2F ON state even with reasonably high GF condition. This can be nicely seen in the stochastic simulation ( Fig. 6g ) executed at GF = 12% under Myc inhibition situation.
We have shown that our model can be further tuned (Table S5 ) to reproduce the behavior of the HT29 colon cancer cells ( Fig. S6 ) and prostate carcinoma cells (Fig. S6 ).
Importantly, both these cell types behave like MCF10A cells as these cells are highly under the control of CKI's (p21 and p27) 39, 40 . In the SI Text, we have discussed in details how CKI's in these cells control the transition from the quiescence to cycling state by influencing the E2F amplitude. This shows the strength and wide scope of our proposed model in delineating the G1-S transition propensities in a cell-type specific manner.
Disparate feedback interactions generate cell-type specificity during G1-S transition
At this juncture, it is critical to understand, why our proposed model qualitatively imitates the cell-type specific proliferation commitment for different mammalian cells?
More importantly, how the cell-type specificity arises in the same network controlling the G1-S transition, and what are the crucial factors that control this specificity? Can our model provide any further insight in this regard? To answer these key questions, we performed a systematic sensitivity analysis (taking the position of all the saddle nodes (SN1, SN2, SN3 and SN4 in Fig. 2a , and SN1 and SN4 in Fig. 5a ) as the sensitivity parameters) of the proposed model again in a cell-type specific manner to investigate the relative contributions of the five modules (Fig. 7a ) that mainly govern the E2F dynamics in and around the G1-S transition ( Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 ). In Fig. 7b (for REF52 cells) and Fig. 7c (for MCF10A cells) , we systematically vary the expression levels of the various components represented in the 5 modules described in Fig. 7a to understand their relative contributions toward quiescence maintenance and proliferation commitment. Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 ) that dictate the cell-fate decision during G1- The sensitivity analysis reflects that the saddle nodes SN1 (Fig. 7b(i) ) and SN2 ( Fig.   7b (ii)), important for maintaining a quiescent G0 like phase in REF52 cell-type, are mainly affected by the module-3, module-5 and module-2, but the extent to which these modules alter SN1 and SN2 varies slightly. While all the three modules are responsible to determine the GF threshold (i.e. the position of SN1) beyond which system will transit from G0 like to a G1 like state, the extent of quiescence maintenance (determined by the difference between SN1 and SN2 in terms of GF) will mostly depend on module-3 and module-5 with a lesser dependence on module-2. However, Fig. 7b(iii) shows that the module-2 plays major role among all the modules (3,5 and 1) to decide the GF threshold for which a G1 like state will be maintained in REF52 cells. Fascinatingly, Fig. 7b (iv) reveals that the GF region for which a bi-stable G1-S transition will be maintained is mainly governed by module-1 and module-2 for this cell type. Thus, sensitivity analysis indicates that there is a clear-cut division of labor among different feedback modules to regulate the dynamics of E2F in a pre-programmed way in case of REF52 cells.
However, sensitivity analysis for the saddle node SN1 ( Fig. 7c(i) ) for the MCF10A cell type demonstrates that the GF threshold below which a quiescent like (either G0 or a G1 like state) state will be maintained is mainly governed by the module-3 and module-5 with a bit of contribution from module-2. Interestingly, Fig. 7c (i) for the MCF10A celltype has quite a bit of resemblance with the Fig. 7b (i) obtained for REF52 cell-type with subtle important differences. In case of Fig. 7c(i) , it is evident that the positioning of SN1 now depends on the Cyclin's (Cyclin D/E). This shows that in case of MCF10A cells, the quiescent state has the characteristics of both G0 and G1, which was also envisaged by Overton et al. 10 . Not only that, it is further clarified that the quiescent state can now be influenced by altering the Cyclin levels for MCF10A cells, which was not possible for REF52 cells. On the other hand, the sensitivities for the saddle node SN4 delineates that almost all the modules (namely module-1, 2, 3 and 5) share the load of maintaining the bi-modal region of G1-S transition for the MCF10A cell type, although module-1 and 2 still contribute more relative to the other modules. While the importance of p27 related module (module-4) becomes more evident from the sensitivity analysis (Fig. S6g) performed for the HT29 colon cancer and prostate carcinoma cell-types. This clearly demonstrates that different feedback loops are operative in a dissimilar way in different mammalian cells to organize the cellular proliferation commitment in a cell type specific manner.
Discussion and Conclusion
Proliferation commitment during late G1 phase of the cell cycle in mammalian cells happens in a highly cell-type dependent manner 7, 9, 10, 40, 41 . The underlying network ( Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 ) governing the decision making events related to proliferation commitment involves several positive, negative and feed-forward kind of feedback interactions, which orchestrate the G1-S transition in mammalian cells by systematically influencing the dynamics of E2F. Thus, unraveling the cell-type specific distinctive nature of proliferation commitment in mammalian cells is a fascinating as well as challenging problem. In this article, our endeavor was to propose a comprehensive mathematical model of G1-S transition to decipher how the cell-type specific proliferation response emerges out of these complex feedback regulations operative in mammalian cells. Thus, we primarily focused our attention to two important cell-types (REF52 and MCF10A cells) for which a lot of high quality single cell experimental data is available in the literature 7, 9, 10, 16 . Importantly, the deterministic and stochastic analysis of our proposed model corroborate with several important experimental observation 7, 9, 10, 16 made for REF52 and MCF10A cells at the single cell level. Intriguingly, the model predicts for the first time that a tristable E2F steady state dynamics ( Fig. 2a ) in response to growth factor stimulation governs the proliferation response in rat embryonic fibroblast (REF52) cells. This not only allowed to theoretically reconcile the experimentally observed 7 history-dependence ( Fig. 2d ) in the E2F dynamics, but further lead to crucial insight about the deeper quiescence maintenance (Fig. 4a-c) in the REF52 cells due to a G0 like state ( Fig. 2a ) in the E2F dynamics. At the same time, model simulation confirms the experimental observations 9,42-44 that Myc (Fig. 3c) and Rb (Fig. 4d ) critically modulate the threshold amplitude of E2F necessary to cross the R-point in REF52 cells, whereas Cyclin D/E cannot significantly alter the E2F threshold amplitude ( Fig. 3a-b) . Interestingly, the model analysis reveals that for MCF10A cells, the proliferation response is organized by a bi-stable E2F steady state dynamics (Fig. 5a ). In this context, our model simulations demonstrated (Fig. 5b-c) that the contribution of p21 is critical in regulating the population heterogeneity in MCF10A cells as observed by Overton et al. 10 . However, the model importantly predicts that under certain experimental condition (With GF pulse), even p21 -/-MCF10A cells can show population heterogeneity for a limited range of GF ( Fig. 6b(i-ii) ). Model further foretells the existence of history-dependence of E2F dynamics in MCF10A cells, if experiments are performed with pulsed and nonpulsed GF conditions ( Fig. 6a-b) . Moreover, the model analysis advocates that unlike REF52 cells, in MCF10A cells, Cyclin D/E will considerably alter the E2F threshold amplitude ( Fig. 6c-d) without much affecting the time duration of E2F activation (Fig.   6e ). These observations clearly display that our proposed model can be fine tuned to replicate the cell-type dependent proliferation response for both REF52 and MCF10A cell types. Not only that, we have shown that the model can be further tuned to reconcile experimental data 39, 40 for other cell-types as well.
At this point, we must highlight the fact that in literature, there were many attempts to model the G1-S transition for mammalian cells [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 23 . Those models mostly concentrate either experimental data that are related to a particular cell type, or focused more on reproducing the deterministic features of the system rather than emphasizing on the fluctuations that are important to describe single cell nature of the experimental data for different cell types. Our model is unique in this regard that it not only describes the deterministic nitty gritty of different cell types, but further explains the stochastic nature of the single cell data 7, 9, 10, 16 of different origin and kind, and makes novel predictions.
More strikingly, the systematic sensitivity analysis (Fig. 7) allowed us to unravel how the feedback loops present in the G1-S transition network operate in a disproportionate manner to generate the cell type specificity in the proliferation commitment.
To summarize, our proposed model has not only corroborated various intricate single cell experimental data across different mammalian cell-types 7, 9, 10, 16 , but also made strong and experimentally viable predictions for those cell lines. The predictions made in some cases are actually challenging the current understanding that we have related to G1-S transition in mammalian cells. Although at the current stage, the model is operating in a qualitative fashion, constraining the model with new and probing experimental data will definitely allow to expand the scope of the model in a more quantitative manner. We strongly believe that this model will find a wide applicability in studying a complex problem like cellular proliferation in a context dependent way, as it can be tuned to any cell type. This will definitely allow us to decipher the intriguing interplay of feedback interactions in controlling cellular proliferation, and will provide us with crucial insights about cell type specific therapeutic measures to control unwanted cellular proliferation in future.
Methods
Deterministic analysis
The regulatory network for G1-S transition of mammalian cell cycle ( Fig. 1 and Fig. S1) was constructed in terms of 34 ordinary differential equations. The deterministic bifurcation analysis of the model was executed using the freely available software XPP-AUT by constructing the corresponding .ode files, and the data points generated by XPP-AUT were used to draw the bifurcation diagram ( Fig. 2a , for REF52 cell-type) in Origin Lab. Parameters related to some of the modules (depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 ), which are adjusted to obtain the bifurcations for MCF10A cells (Fig. 5a ), HT29 colon cancer cells and prostate carcinoma cells (Fig. S6 ) are mentioned in Table S4 and Table S5 , respectively (rest of the parameters is same as depicted in Table S3 used for REF52 celltype).
For the systematic sensitivity analysis the position of the saddle nodes in Fig. 2a, Fig. 5a and Fig. S6 are taken as the sensitivity parameter. In all the cases (Fig. 7b-c and Fig.   S6g ), orange bar signifies movement of the corresponding saddle node towards higher GF, and violet bar signifies the movement of the same along lower GF, when the transcriptional activation rates of the corresponding mRNA of the network components are increased by 10%. Only for the case of DP protein, the transcriptional activation rate is decreased by 10% as increasing it takes the saddle node (SN4 for REF52 cell-type) to unphysical concentrations, thus the cyan bar (only in case of DP) signifies the movement of the corresponding saddle nodes towards higher GF.
Stochastic simulations
The deterministic mathematical model, constructed in terms of mass action kinetics (except one term), is transformed into a stochastic model by using the Gillespie's stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) 24 , which essentially takes into account the molecular fluctuation (intrinsic noise) present in a network. The reactions and the propensities of the reactions are depicted in Table S6 . In order to mimic the FACS experiments performed in different experimental studies 7, 9, 10, 16, 38 , we performed our SSA simulations at each instance by changing the starting random number seed of the uniformly distributed random number generator. This allowed us to simulate 10000 individual trajectories with different random number seeds that can be compared with the data obtained in a FACS experiment comprising of ~10000 cells. We initialized the dynamical system at very low GF (say around GF = 0.0005%, which theoretically represents a quiescent state), and adopted those initial states as the initial condition for each stochastic simulation run. Corresponding histograms were plotted for 10000 cells for pulsed (20% GF for 5 hrs, green line) and non-pulsed (red line) situations after 24 or 48 hrs of simulation time depending on the experimental conditions. To compare the histograms with Yao et al.'s 7 FACS experiment, we have expressed the x-axis of Fig.   2 (d) in terms of GFP-fluorescence (where, 1 GFP-FLU = 32 molecules of E2F (case (i)), 30 molecules of E2F (case (ii)), 35 molecules of E2F (case (iii)), 38 molecules of E2F (case (iv)), 33 molecules of E2F (case (v)), 38 molecules of E2F (case (vi)), and 1 GFP-FLU = 0.6 molecules of CycD (case (i)), 3 molecules of CycD (case (ii)), 6 molecules of CycD (case (iii)), 11 molecules of CycD (case (iv)), 20 molecules of CycD (case (v)), 29 molecules of CycD (case (vi)) respectively). This has allowed us to compare our simulation output with that of the experimental data in a more comparable manner.
